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Abstract
We demonstrate a new route to enhance the magnetorheological effect using bimodal
suspensions in the single-multidomain limit. Experimental results are satisfactorily compared to
3D finite element method simulations. The physical reason behind this enhancement is the
coating of the larger particles by the smaller ones due to the remnant magnetization of the latter.
Keywords: magnetorheology, magnetorheological fluids, bidisperse, yield stress, MR fluids,
nanoparticles, composites
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Introduction
Bimodal suspensions are particle mixtures having two well-
differentiated size distributions. In the following, we will call σL
to the mean particle diameter of the large size distribution and
σS to the mean particle diameter of the small size distribution.
At present, bimodal suspensions constitute a widely used
approach to enhance magnetorheological (MR) effect or to
minimize sedimentation. In general, for the MR effect to be
sufficiently large, the largest particles in suspension must be
in the range σL≈10 μm [1]; otherwise Brownian motion
disrupts the field-induced structures. With this in mind, pre-
vious works in this field can be classified in two limiting
cases; either σL/σS≈10 [2–11] or σL/σS≈1000 [12–17].
For σL/σS≈10, experimental and simulation works
demonstrate an on-state yield stress enhancement if compared
to monomodal suspensions composed of either the small or
large particles. Contrary to the intuition, particle level simula-
tions suggest that the reason for this enhancement is not asso-
ciated with an increase in particle packing within the aggregates
but to the changes bimodality causes in the microstructure
[7, 10]. These bimodal suspensions suffer from important
sedimentation problems because of the large particle sizes.
For σL/σS≈1000, experiments demonstrate that sedi-
mentation is strongly mitigated because of the thermal con-
vection of the nanoparticles that delay the sedimentation of
the bigger ones. The price to be paid is that the on-state yield
stress is substantially reduced (when the concentration of the
small particles exceeds approx. 10 wt%) presumably because
of chain growth inhibition or inferior magnetic properties of
the nanoparticles if compared to the microparticles [15].
In this letter we demonstrate that bimodal suspensions in
the frontier (i.e. σL/σS≈100) exhibit a significantly larger on-
state yield stress if compared to their monomodal counterparts
and at the same time sedimentation is significantly reduced. The
explanation for this is that the smallest particles in the for-
mulation have a size in the range between magnetic mono- and
multidomains and therefore exhibit a remarkable remnant
magnetization [18]. Because of this, the smallest particles sur-
round the bigger ones increasing the on-state response and
reducing the sedimentation. Finite element method calculations
qualitatively explain the experimental observations.
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Experimental
Both kinds of particles used in the formulation of the bimodal
MR fluids were made of iron. The biggest ones (‘Large par-
ticles’) were a gift from BASF SE (EW grade, Germany). The
smallest particles (‘Small particles’) were obtained from US
Research Nanomaterials (Iron Nanopowder/Nanoparticles;
Fe, 99.5 +%, 95–105 nm, metal basis). SEM observations
were carried out to determine their morphological character-
istics while squid magnetometry was used to determine the
magnetic characteristics of the particles (see table 1). As
observed, the magnetic properties are slightly superior for
small particles at low fields (i.e. larger initial permeability);
the contrary is true for large fields (i.e. smaller saturation
magnetization).
The particles were thoroughly dispersed at various mix-
ing ratios in polyalphaolefin oil (PAO 2 cSt, dynamic visc-
osity 6.4 mPa s, Synfluid, Chevron-Philips). To facilitate the
processability of the MR fluids, a certain amount of 1-octanol
was also added to the PAO (3.5 wt% in the total amount of
PAO) [19].
Steady shear rheometry was carried out in a rotational
rheometer (MCR 501, Anton Paar). Magnetic fields were
generated using a MRD70/1T magnetocell in parallel plate
configuration (20 mm diameter, 300 μm gap). Yield stresses
were obtained using a carefully designed protocol. This pro-
tocol consisted in several stages: Stage (1) a constant rim
shear rate (g =100 s−1) was applied during 20 s. Stage (2)
the upper plate was stopped and a uniaxial DC magnetic field
(147 kAm−1) was suddenly applied for 60 s to structure the
MR fluid. Stage (3) a stress log-ramp was imposed to evaluate
the yielding point similarly to [20]. The interval time
employed to get every data within the full rheogram was 5 s.
At least three independent measurements with fresh new
samples were taken. Error bars in the figures correspond to
the standard deviation of the different repetitions.
To explore the sedimentation stability (in the absence of
fields) a given volume of MR fluid was placed inside a
cylindrical plastic tube and visually observed during time to
determine the time evolution of sedimentation ratio H(t)/H0
curves. Here H(t) represents the height of the sediment/liquid
interface (i.e. mudline) at a given time, t, and H0 is the
corresponding height value of the MR fluid at the beginning
of the test H0≡H(t=0).
Penetration and redispersibility tests were carried out
using a four-blade vane tool attached to the MCR 501 rhe-
ometer head coupling. The test consisted in slowly displacing
the tool (1 mm s−1) towards a fully sedimented suspension
(i.e. one week after preparation) while recording the axial
(normal) force acting on the vane. Once the vane was well
inside the sample, a continuous torque ramp was initiated to
determine the flow curve (from 0.0001 to 0.5 mNm).
Simulations
3D finite element method simulations were also carried out to
compute the on-state yield stress in bimodal MR fluids. For
this, the largest particles in the ensemble were arranged in a
cubic network of infinite single particle-width chains aligned
in the direction of the external magnetic field. Two possibi-
lities were explored with regards to the spatial distribution of
the smallest particles in the suspension under the presence of
magnetic fields (see figure 1).
Case 1. On the one hand, due to their non-negligible
remnant magnetization, the smallest particles could stick
around the larger ones covering them with a layer of thickness
dS (i.e. core–shell supraparticles). The magnetic properties of
the shell are therefore dictated by the magnetic properties of
the smallest particles.
Case 2. On the other hand, due to their nanometric size,
the smallest particles could remain properly dispersed within
the carrier liquid, because of thermal/Brownian motion,
hosting the largest particles. The magnetic properties of the
carrier fluid are therefore given by the magnetic properties of
the suspension of small particles (with volume concentra-
tion f).
The magnetic field distribution was computed in the
magnetostatic limit, without free currents, using COMSOL
Multiphysics software. A reduced field formulation was





and the perturbation due to the magnetic
suspension H V .pp = -
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An important advantage of using the
reduced field formulation is that it is not necessary to fix the
magnetic field in any boundary of the computational domain
and therefore the deformation of a unit cell is representative of
the full lattice with periodic boundaries [21]. The dimensions
of the unit cell (Bh, Bw) are a function of the large particle
diameter σL, and the concentration of small fS and/or large
fL particles (see figure 1). Two scenarios were studied.
Case 1. In the first case, it is supposed that all small
particles stick to the larger ones. Therefore, the thickness of
the shell is given by d 1 8 1 1 2S L r3s f= - -( ( ) ) where
fr≡fS/fT and fT≡fS+fL. As a result, Bh=σL+2dS
and B d2 6w L S T
2p s f= +( ) in order to fulfill the condi-
tion that the magnetic concentration inside the cell is fT.
Case 2. In the second case, as the small particles are
supposed to remain suspended within the continuum phase,
cell dimensions only depend on fL and on the diameter of the
bare large particles σL: Bh=σL, B 6 .w L L
2ps f=
The nonlinear magnetic behavior of both populations of
particles was accounted for by means of Fröhlich–Kennelly
equation using experimental fitting parameters from the
powders; initial permeability and saturation magnetization
[22]. The magnetic properties of the suspensions of small
particles were calculated using Maxwell-Garnett theory [23].
Assuming that all small particles inside the unit cell constitute
a suspension, the relationship between the small particles
concentration fS and the suspension concentration f is given
by:
B B
B B 6 1
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Table 1. Iron powders used in the formulation of the bimodal MR fluids. ‘Large’ stands for the carbonyl iron microparticles and ‘Small’ stands for the iron nanoparticles. N stands for the number

















Large 1327.4 2642.8 1729.3 1.991 7.42 0.7 204 446













Once the magnetic field distribution is computed within
the computational domain, the shear stress τ on the lower half
of the lattice is calculated similarly to [21, 24] by integrating
the Maxwell stress tensor on the plane (normal to the external











Finally, the static yield stress τy is given by the maximum
shear stress achieved as the strain level is increased. It is
worth to remark that the affine deformation experienced by
the cubic lattice under a simple shear flow is simply modeled
here by shearing its unit cell (see figure 1). Due to the sym-
metries of the sheared cubic lattice, the computational domain
can be reduced to one half of the unit cell.
Results and discussion
Figure 2(a) shows the results for the on-state yield stress, at a
fixed large particles concentration of fL=0.30, as a function
of the concentration of small particles fS. As observed, the
yield stress increases upon increasing the concentration of
small particles. This was expected because the total iron
concentration fT≡fS+fL is increasing. Interestingly,
numerical simulations predict reasonably well the order of
magnitude for the yield stress despite the simplifications in
the model. Note that there are not free fitting parameters. Only
in the case where the nanoparticles are coating the micro-
particles (case 1), the yield stress increases with fS in
good qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
Numerical simulations for microparticles dispersed in sus-
pensions of small particles give a yield stress that mono-
tonically decreases with fS in good agreement with previous
experimental data reported in the literature for σL/σS≈1000
[15]. The fact that the experimental yield stress increases
faster than the numerical simulations for core–shell particles
is expected because of the simplification in the micro-
structure. In practice the shell should be porous and asym-
metric in the field direction (see figure 3).
In figure 2(b) we show the on-state yield stress as a
function of the relative concentration of small particles fS/fT
for a constant total concentration fT=0.45. In this case the
addition of small particles results in a significant increase in
the yield stress: approximately, a twofold increase is obtained
when 5% of the large size particles are replaced by smaller
ones (see second experimental data point in figure 2(b);
fS/fT=11%). The reason of this enhancement is pre-
sumably again the formation of a shell of small particles
surrounding the larger ones (see below). This hypothesis is
supported by simulation results although the increasing rate is
clearly smaller than in the experimental case. Figure 2(b) also
demonstrates that the hypothesis that nanoparticles remain
well dispersed within the carrier fluid is not realistic; in this
case the simulated yield stress decreases with fS in contrast to
experiments.
To get a better understanding of the internal structure of
the aggregates we also performed microscopy observations.
In figure 3 we show scanning electron microscopy pictures
of the micro and nanoparticles within a resin after gelation
under DC magnetic fields (750 mT). As observed, the larger
Figure 1. Two cases are considered for small iron particles. In the first one they are adhered to large iron particles due to their remnant
magnetization. In the second case, small particles are well dispersed in suspension. Both cases were modeled in the on-state using FEM
simulations. A schematics of the computational domain is also represented: a strain γ=tan θ is applied in the y direction while the magnetic
field is applied in the z direction. Periodic boundary conditions are fixed in all boundary faces except in those faces perpendicular to x
direction, where mirror symmetry boundary conditions apply.
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particles are clearly surrounded by a shell of nanoparticles in
good agreement with our hypothesis.
A useful way to visualize the importance of adding a
second population of nanoparticles to the suspension of large
particles is through the so-called effective enhancement, that
is defined as follows:
0.45 0.45 0.45 .
3
yb S L ym L ym Lt f f t f t f+ = - = =[ ( ) ( )] ( )
( )
The effective enhancement directly compares the per-
formance of bimodal suspensions τyb to monomodal ones τym
having the same total concentration fT≡fS+fL=0.45.
Results are contained in figure 4. Here we clearly observe a
remarkable increase in the effective enhancement for bimodal
MR fluids containing small particles in striking contrast to
monomodal MR fluids only containing large particles.
Simulations considering core–shell supraparticles also show
an enhancement of the yield stress although its increase is not
so significant. Again, the fact that the order of magnitude is
well captured by numerical simulations suggests that major
(interparticle) interactions involved are essentially magneto-
statics. These are indeed the only interactions simulated in
this work. However, other colloidal forces may influence the
experimental data and are not considered in the simulations
(e.g. van der Waals, friction, surface chargesK). Also, the
calculations shown here ground on very strong assumptions;
the numerical calculations assume a perfect cubic lattice
formed by the larger particles and that the shell of nano-
particles is a continuum of uniform thickness. However, a
cubic lattice is never observed at these (large) concentrations
Figure 2.On-state yield stress of bimodal MR fluids as a function of:
(a) concentration of small particles fS for a constant volume fraction
of large iron particles of 30 vol% (fL=0.30); (b) fraction of small
particles fS/fT for a constant total volume fraction of solids of
45 vol% (fT=0.45). The external magnetic field strength is
147 kA m−1.
Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy picture of the bimodal
suspensions in a resin. The detail shows a large carbonyl iron
microparticle surrounded by iron nanoparticles. Magnetic field
density 750 mT.
Figure 4. Effective enhancement (%) as a function of the relative
concentration of small particles fS/fT for a constant total volume
fraction of solids of 45 vol% (fT=0.45). The external magnetic
field strength is 147 kA m−1.
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and lateral/secondary connections between aggregates appear
[25]. Furthermore, a magnetic field gradient is established
upon the application of the field around the larger particles
and therefore the nanoparticles concentration should be larger
in the proximity of the polar regions of the larger particles.
In view of figure 4, it is worth to note that the effective
enhancement increases as a result of the fact that the nano-
particles, within the shell structure, have superior magnetic
properties than bare microparticles at the magnetic fields
investigated (see table 1). Unrealistic results are found again
if nanoparticles are well dispersed in the carrier fluid instead
of covering the large particles. In this case, as the small size
particles concentration increases, the magnetic field within the
gap between larger particles is screened due to the increase in
the magnetic permeability of the suspension of small parti-
cles. In addition, increasing small particles concentration, that
is fS, implies the reduction of fL, and consequently, the
contribution of surrounding large particles is diminished.
The next step was to explore the sedimentation char-
acteristics of the bimodal suspensions compared to the
monomodal ones. Results are shown in figure 5 for three
suspensions: (i) large particles at a 30 vol% concentration, (ii)
large particles at a 35 vol% concentration and (iii) binary
mixtures (30 vol% large L+5 vol% small S). As observed,
the sedimentation rate is significantly reduced when micro-
particles are replaced with nanoparticles. The most tightly
packed sediments are always those corresponding to mono-
modal MR fluids (see table 2). As observed, bimodal
suspensions give place to a higher sediment. Such a high
sediment is the result of the formation of a not well com-
pacted sediment. This is coherent with the fact that small and
large particles are magnetically interacting and do not behave
as non-Brownian hard spheres because in this case a particle
mixture would give a more efficient packing. The observed
slower sedimentation rate is coherent with the presence of
more aggregates in suspension [e.g. 16].
Finally, penetration tests demonstrate that sediments
formed in bimodal mixtures are also easier to redisperse than
monomodal ones. In bimodal suspensions, the mechanical
work, for a penetration distance of 40 mm, was of only
1.83 mJ while the torque required for redispersion (at
0.001 rpm) was of only 30±2 μNm. It is worth to note that
the monomodal suspensions formed a very compacted cake
that could not be penetrated with our rheometer.
Overall, bimodal MR fluids in the single-multidomain
limit exhibit a significantly large MR effect (i.e. increase in
the on-state yield stress) similar to bimodal suspensions in the
range σL/σS≈10 and good stability properties (i.e. reduced
settling rate) similar to bimodal suspensions in the range
σL/σS≈1000. The key point is the coexistence of two par-
ticle populations having an induced and permanent magnetic
moment, respectively.
Finite element method simulations results suggest that a
crucial point is the superior magnetic characteristics of the
nanoparticles if compared to the microparticles. Hence, it can be
speculated that the partial substitution of carbonyl iron micro-
particles by a small amount of very strong magnetic particles
(e.g. iron alloys) in the single-multidomain region would provide
an even stronger enhancement in the MR response.
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